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A patron of the Cleveland Orchestra who does not want
the price of a ticket to keep interested students from at-
tending on Tuesday evening has generously offered to
underwrite student tickets for those who otherwise could
not attend. Tickets will be available on Tuesday at the
front door of McGaw Chapel beginning at 7:15 p.m.
Please be -- prepared to show
McTigue speaks
on Nicaragua
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
This Sunday, at 10:30 a.m. in
McGaw, Kathleen McTigue, the
Chair of the Witness For Peace
Steering Committee, will speak
on "Faith at Work in Nicaragua."
In addition, on Monday Feb. 22,
at 7:30, in Lean Lecture Room,
she will speak on "Southern Ex-
posure: Working in Nicaragua,"
as a part of the "Options "88" ser-
ies. The Lean program will be a
multi-med- ia presentation in words,
pictures and music. McTigue is
also the pastor of the Winston Sa-
lem. N.C. Unitarian Universalis!
Fellowship.
McTigue has been in the peace
business for qu'tc w
In This
your College I.D.
1984 and 1985, she was a long-ter- m
volunteer for Witness For
Peace. In January of 1986, she
was named coordinator of short
term delegations. She is currently
in her third year of service to the
Steering Committee. The future
holds more trips for McVigue. In
Aug., she is off to Nicaragua and
El Salvador.
"Everything in my life -- is differ-
ent because of my service with
WFP," she says. "My call to the
parish ministry came in Nicara-
gua. My encounter with the peo-
ple of Nicaragua made me look at
Continued on page 8
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Cleveland Orchestra visits McGaw
by MARIE KILBANE
The College and the Wooster
community have the wonderful
opportunity to listen to one of
the treasures of the area: The
Cleveland Orchestra. Directed by
Jahja Ling and featuring Eric
Ruske, associate principal homist
in the orchestra, the concert will
begin in McGaw Chapel on Feb.
23 at 8:15 p.m. Ruske will per-
form a solo to Strauss' Horn Con-
certo No. 1. m E flat major. Opus
11. A member of the Cleveland
Orchestra since 1985. he has also
appeared as a soloist with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
other musical institutions across
the United States.
"I'm going definitely," says
Jazz singer
at Wooster'
by YALMAN ONARAN
The Fifth Annual Winter Gala
is going to feature the famous jazz
singer Joe Williams together with
the Jazz Members Big Band on
Saturday, Feb. 20. The Gala is
going to start at 9 pjn. with the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble and will
continue with Joe Williams and
the Jazz Members Big Band. The
band is co-direct- ed by Steve Jen-
sen and Jeff Lindberg, who is also
the director of the Wooster Sym-
phony Orchestra and Jazz Ensem-
ble.
"I don't know what I'm going to
sing on Saturday. With jazz you
don't plan beforehand. The band
has some arrangements, and I'm
bringing some notes with me.
We're going to have fun!" Wil-
liams said, during a phone inter-
view earlier this week, when asked
about the songs he was going to
sing. He doesn't deny that he
likes improvisation, and we can
be sure that he does it well from
the fact that his album "Nothin'
But the Blues," which is totally
improvisation, earned him the
Grammy Award in 1984. Again
this year, his latest album "Every
Night" is a nominee' for the Gram-
my Award.
Starting his musical life 52
years ago in 1936, Joe Williams
Margaret Luehrs, a junior from
Rocky River, Ohio. Daniel Win-
ter, chair member of the music de-
partment, concurred with her high
opinion. He carefully phrased his
opinion of the orchestra, which is
recognized as one of the top five
orchestras in the United States,
and claims international recogni-
tion. To obtain a superior rank-
ing, he said, "an orchestra must
technically be nearly perfect and
expressively malleable."
The Cleveland Orchestra's se-
lection includes a number of well-kno- wn
works. The first piece of
the evening is Strauss' Concerto
No.l, E flat major. Opus 11. This
is a light work, written in 1885
Joe Williams performs
s fifth Winter Gala
with many jazz groups including
Count Basie and his band. Wil-
liams has been working as a solo-
ist since he left Basie's band in
1961.
Some of you might remember
JOE WILLIAMS, aJuu Cliff
Cosby Show, will conduct the
Number 19
when the composer was only 21.
Most of his famous compositions
were written fairly early in his ca-
reer before the WWI era. The sec-
ond selection was written by
thel6th century Venetian compos-
er Giovonni Gabrieli. Gabrieli's
three Canzonas for Brass Choir is
a short piece of three sections
, lasting six minutes.
The concert will close with Shu-ber- t's
Symphony No. 9 in C ma-
jor. Called "The Great" this piece
has beautiful melodies with an em-
phasis on the use of the horn. It
is one of the best works in the or-
chestral repertoire.
Continued on page 5
him from The Cosby Show, as
well. Williams appeared as the fa-
ther of Cliff Huxtable (Bill Cos-
by) a couple of times.- -
Continued on page 5
Huxtable's father on The
Jaz Members Big Band.
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Letters to the Editors Editorial
Plaudits for Blues
Dear Editors:
I would like to applaud the pow-
erful success of this year's Black
Arts Festival production of James
Baldwin's Blues for Mr. Charlie.
All those involved in the produc-
tion should be proud to have been
a part of such a moving and
thought-provokin- g message to to-
day's American society. I think
no one who went to the produc-
tion and absorbed any of it could
have left it unmoved or untouched
by its message. It definitely had
a powerful impact on me.
Blues for Mr. Charlie asks each
and every one of us to examine
our lives and our backgrounds to
see where we came from and how
that has shaped who we are now.
It asks each of us to question per-
haps who we are now and if we
are the best we can be. especially
concerning our relationships with
others. It asks us as well not to
judge others for who they are, but
rather to look beyond their surfac-
es to their backgrounds or histo-
ries, and how, similar to our-
selves, they have been shaped by
them. 'We aren't in the place to
judge, but to learn and to sympa-
thize, and from that, attempt to
move towards change or at least
' better understanding in our rela-
tionships with others different .
from ourselves. The message is
that there are no absolute rights
or wrongs, only differences and
those differences should be under-
stood and celebrated, not de-
stroyed. Baldwin is particularly
dealing with the differences and
racial tensions between blacks
and whites in American society,
but I believe that the message can
be expanded to encompass differ-
ences between any individuals.
This is a very timely message for
us oh-so-individual- istic Ameri-
cans. We need to remember in
our quest for individual rights,
freedom and personal happiness,
not to forget that each one of us
can't be the center of the universe
or that very universe will be de-
stroyed. Not everyone's world re-
volves around our personal world
view.
' I want to thank everyone in-
volved in the production again,
for having the guts to show us
how things are and leaving us
with the choice of making things
how they should be.
Cindy Drake
More on paychecks
Dear Editors:
-- I am writing this in response to
the Student Employment Office
letter published last week.
Whether or not this college has a
better employment office than
other institutions is immaterial to
the question posed by Ida Wil-
liams two weeks ago why do stu-
dents have to work two months
before getting their first pay-
check? I can certainly understand
that due to financial aid considera-
tions a distinction has to be made
between hours worked over break
and those worked during the se-
mester. Fine. But what is the
justification for holding student
pay a month longer than neces-
sary? As for the idea of budgeting
funds, how can one budget what
isn't there? Books are a phenom-
enal expense at the beginning of
the semester (especially at good
kii
old Florence O.) and obviously
any money from the December
paycheck will soon be depleted.
As for getting a payroll advance,
the idea that one should have to
go to Galpin and justify the need
for money that was earned over a
month earlier is a little hard to
swallow. Payroll advances are not
automatically approved. It seems
to me that the ge teral attitude of
the parties involxed is that they
are doing the students a favor by
allowing them to work, and stu-
dents should feel grateful that they
get paid at all. Welfare of the
college is obviously the number
one priority at Wooster, as it
should be. But I wonder how high
welfare of the students ranks.
Martyn Clark
Wake up
Dear Editor:
When will the president wake up
to reality? He continues to pur-
chase another unneeded nuclear
weapon system of mass destruc-
tion, the B-- l
GRUZfUP
GAROOPf
bomber at a final
cost of more than $280 million
per plane. Meanwhile across the
nation and the world people are
dying in a ravaging AIDS epidem-Continue- d
on page 10
In the article "SAB names new
command," (Feb. 5, p. I). Kathe-rin- e
Mortens en. not Qaisar Imam,
is Pulicity Committee Chair.
Imam is Public Relations Commit-
tee Chair. Since that issue, Joshua
Bauroth has been selected College
Bowl Committee Chair. The
Voice strives to print accurate and
timely information, and we
appreciate the opportunity to
correct any errors. --E- lds.
town wvare.
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February 19, 1988
by MARY W. COX
What do you think is the most commonly heard phrase on
campus? If you think it is "I have I.S. to do" you're close but
not quite. It's " there's nothing to do at Wooster." This is not
true, especially this month at Wooster where culture abounds. In
addition to the wide variety ofentertainment and activities as part
of Black History Month, the College of Wooster is also very
privileged to host the Cleveland Orchestra, an internationally
recognized orchestra this Tuesday evening in McGaw Chapel.
It's a wonderful opportunity for Wooster students and commu-
nity alike to hear world class music in our own backyard. Di-
rected by Jahja Ling, it's a concert that should not be missed.
Tomorrow evening will be the occasion for another special
event at Wooster. The Fifth Annual Winter Gala will take place
at 9 p.m. in Lowry Center ballroom and will feature famous jazz
singer Joe Williams (a.k.a. Grandpa Cosby on the popular sit-
com "The Cosby Show) with the Jazz Members Big Band. This
is another chance for Wooster students and faculty to get togeth-
er to have a good time, take a break from work and enjoy some
great music. The Wooster Voice was able to get an exclusive in-
terview with the talented Williams over the phone this past week
from Las Vegas. Read about it in mis week's issue.
In addition to the Gala, there will also be a Benefit Talent
Show sponsored by Every Woman's House, a Spotlight Show-
case sponspored by S.A.B. and a concert by the New York City
Youth Chorus which will take place at 6: 15 in Lowry Center Pit.
And that's just this week.
After a superb production last week of "Blues for Mister
Charlie" in celebration of Black History Month, the Theater De-
partment continues to be active. Students are working hard to
produce several Senior I.S. productions including "Talking
With" by Caty DeWalt and Miatta Wilson's children's produc-
tion of "The Terrible Warrior."
So, as it turns out, there is a great deal happening on campus-righ- t
now and especially this coming week. There is plenty to da
at Wooster, including I.S. The real problem is finding enough
time to do it all.
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Letter from Washington: Registration fee due
Political junkies high over
by KARL EISENHOWER
They call themselves "political,
junkies." They are to politics
what "hackers" are to computers.
They thrive on political wheeling
and dealing.
America's political junkies were
delighted by the outcome of last
Tuesday's Iowa caucuses. You see,
the caucuses left each party with
at least four strong candidates. If
most of these candidates can sur-
vive past the southern regional
primary (Super Tuesday) on March
8, then both parties will have
brokered conventions for the first
time in most Americans' lifetimes.
That thought leaves political
junkies smacking their lips with
anticipation.
DEMOCRATS: The absence of a
well known democrat in the race
started talk of a brokered Demo-
cratic convention months ago.
Junkies crossed their fingers hop-
ing that no one candidate would
catch on so that the delegates in
Atlanta would have the opportuni- -.
ty to strike bargains on the con-
vention floor to select their par-
ty's nominee.
Others pointed to history and
said, "No, it can't happen." In
1976, when the Democratic candi--,
dales. :fot presidfinJLete. similarly
' rtkm) w,'': JirmnyT"Crtcr" Iowa
caucus victory made him an in-
stant front-runne- r. The Democrat-
ic field quickly harrowed and be
Mw& IBirSceffs
by DOUG IS ENB ERG
Bosh and Dukakis take New
Hampshire. As expected. Gov-
ernor Michael Dukakis easily won
in the primary over Rep. Gephardt
and Sen. Simon. Dukakis can at-
tribute the win to the regional rec-
ognition he has for being an ef-
fective governor of Massachu-
setts. The true test for Dukakis
and the others will be on March
8, "Super Tuesday." In New
Hampshire, Babbitt and Hart fi-
nished well behind the leaders and
are not expected to continue much
longer. Rev. Jackson did well
enough to show he has some sup-
port in the predominantly white
New England state, but Jackson is "
looking to gain in national stand-
ings on March 8. Vice Pres.
George Bush gained a much needed
victory over Sen. Dole and is
working to maintain his newfound
momentum. Rep. Kemp beat out
Robertson for third, hopefully
ending the illusion of a silent fun-
damentalist majority sweeping the
televangelist into the White
House.
Moderate Arab states reject
fore long Carter rode into the con-
vention with enough votes to car-
ry the convention of the first bal-
lot.
As you have seen,, this year's
Iowa caucuses failed to narrow the
field in a similar fashion. Three
candidates, Richard Gephardt. Paul
Simon and Mike Dukakis walked
out of Iowa with enough support
to be considered viable candidates
in the New Hampshire primary.
This alone is an extraordinary
situation. In 1984, the third
place Democrat coming out of
Iowa was George McGovern. At
that time third place was consid-
ered an embarrassment, and the
McGovern candidacy soon faded
away. Yet this year, the third
place candidate, Mike Dukakis, is
the strong favorite to win in New
Hampshire.
That is not all. Two other can-
didates who are not relying on
Iowa and New Hampshire for a
boost will make their presence
known next month. Jesse Jack-
son is in the race to stay, and in
states with large black popula-
tions. Jackson will score some
significant victories. Al Gore is
betting all his chips on Super
Tuesday. . and is a favorite to win
' in-- many Southern states. ' '
This leaves the Democrats with
five' regional favorite sons: Ge-
phardt and Simon who will carry
further adherence to Camp
David peace plan agenda.
Egypt and Jordan voiced the con-
cerns of many Arab countries
when they called for new initia-
tives for negotiation on the issue
.of a Palestinian homeland. They
are pushing for a "complete solu-
tion" that will have the support of
the superpowers and include an in-
ternational panel to work for a
new agreement. Israel favors the
Camp David plan, yet has done
little to implement it, enraging
the Arab states with the brutal rep-
ression of the Palestinian protest-
ers. Sec. of State Schultz will
travel to the region later this
month and this latest Arab propo-
sal is thought to pressure the U.S.
into pushing for Israeli conces-
sions.
Austrian President Kurt
Waldheim clings to office
and attacks U.S. decision.
Despite great internal pressure and
international attention, Waldheim --
has refused to step down amidst
increasing attacks on his actions
in World War II and his alleged
candidates
great support in the Midwest, Du-
kakis who is a favorite of North-
eastern liberal, and Jackson and
Gore Who will probably split the
delegates from the South. All five
might have to fight it out in At-
lanta for the nomination.
However, at a brokered conven-
tion, the delegates will not be li-
mited to the field of announced
candidates. Put yourself in the
shoes of a delegate in Atlanta.
You look at the five candidates
who have failed to gather enough
support to carry the convention.
What potential does any of them
have to win in the general elec-
tion? A bit of skepticism creeps
into your mind.
No doubt, party leaders will urge
someone like Cuomo, Bradley,
Nurm or Foley to step forward and
save the party from certain disas-
ter. The junkie vultures are cir-
cling the Omni already, waiting
for the "Mario Scenario," as it has
been called, to play itself out.
REPUBLICANS: Before Iowa,
oddmakers considered the GOP
nomination a race between Bush
and Dole. However. Robertson's
"invisible army" has opened up
the Republican nomination. His
surprise second place finish ahead
of Bush makes it at least a three
man race. Furthermore, if Kemp
demonstrates strength in New
Hampshire, the three man contest
Continued on page 9
Nazi connections. Last year, the
U.S. placed the Austrian leader on
the State Dept. watch list, which
bars entry to this country. Wald-
heim may enter for official state
capacities, yet it is 'doubtful that
he will get an invitation to do so.
Under the State Dept. law, a per-
son may seek a repeal by apply-
ing for a private visa, however
Waldheim would have to submit
sworn interviews with prosecutors
on the subject of his Nazi past.
Waldheim chooses to ignore this
and declares that the U.S. will not
allow him to repeal.
Hong Koag stiffens penal-
ties for public spitting.
The government announced an
"intensive campaign" against the
vile practice that plagues the
small nation. The number of con-
victions has dropped from 13,013
in 198S to 11,171 last year. A
first time offender can expect a
penalty of $320, while further
convictions entail $640 fines.
News compiled from The New
York Tunes and The Plain Dealer.
The $150 registration fee for
the 1988-8- 9 academic year win be
due in the Office of the Treasurer
on March 11, 1988. The fee is
required of all degree-seekin- g stu-
dents, which includes those who
plan to attend classes on campus
next faU, those who plan to par-
ticipate in off campus study pro-
grams, and students who plan to
take a leave of absence. Students
who plan to register for courses at
the college next fall are required
to pay the fee regardless of wheth-
er they plan to apply for off-camp- us
living or participate in
the upperclass room selection pro-
cess.
Students who pay the registra-
tion fee by March 11 will be eli-
gible to participate in the room
selection process which gives pri-
ority by class and priority number
within the class. Those who pay
the fee after March 11 may partic-
ipate but wiU forfeit the opportu-
nity to draw with their class.
Bills for the registration fee for
the 1988-8- 9 academic year will be
mailed to parents' the week of Feb.
22. A letter explaining the man-
ner in which the fee is credited to
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students' accounts win accompany
the biU. Although a copy of the
biU is sent to parents, it is the re-
sponsibility of the student to be
certain that payment has been re-
ceived id the Treasurer's Office by
March 11.
It is also important to remember
that if there is a credit balance on
the student account, the credit is
not automatically transfered in
payment of the registration fee.
Parents or students must request,
in writing, that any existing bal-
ance be transferred in payment of
the registration fee.
Informed decisions concerning
allocation of -- housing space, as
well as other planning for i the
1988-8- 9 academic year depend on
an accurate count of students who
plan to return to campus the fol-
lowing faU. As stated above, stu-
dents who wish to maintain their
priority in the selection process
need to pay this fee by March
11. A housing brochure describ-
ing the various options and the
procedures to be followed in ap-
plying for any of the special op-
tions will be placed in student
mailboxes next week.
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"Public Messages" exhibit visits MacKenzie
'aft STb' J
Professor Marilyn Waligore's "Priceless," a hand
colored, black and white photograph, is part or her
"Public Messages," currently on exhibit In MacKenzie.(Photo by Gordon Finkelsteln)
Gomez's NYC Youth Chorus
sings classics and folk music
by LENORA BARNES-WRIGH- T
The New York City Youth Chor-
us, whose members represent a va-
riety of cultural backgrounds, is
scheduled to perform this evening
at 6:15 in Lowry Center Pit.
At its inception in 1982. NY-CY- C
was made up of 16 children
from ST. Francis Xavier Grammar
School who were intrigued with
the idea of making music for their
parents and community. But their
teacher. Curtis Antonio Gomez,
eldest son of Annetta Jefferson
who teaches theater at the College
of Wooster, had dreams of expand-
ing the membership by including
young people from all of the five
boroughs of New York City. As a
result, today the chorus is a non-
profit organization with forty-fiv- e
members (a large percentage come
from the various minority groups
in the inner city) ranging from
nine to twenty years of age. De-
spite their differences, the mem
bers consider themselves to be a
family headed by Gomez, their
choirmaster and friend, who be-
lieved they could learn to revere
and sing all types of music. He
was absolutely right. The NY-CY- Cs
repertoire includes the most
sophisticated classics, folk songs
and other music that reflects the
members' different ethnic back-
grounds. Their interpretation of
these different musical forms has
received much acclaim.
To these youths, music has not
only become an after-scho- ol out-
let for creative expression, but a
means of individual and group
growth. Part of each year's pro-
gram is a tour outside of the city.
This tour removes them from thei
restricted environments and pro-
vides them with a different per-
spective of the larger world and
their place in it. Stimulated by
Mr. Gomez, each member is en-- "
CCLLEG2 f FILLS SHOPPING CENTER
by AMY STRATTON
"Public Messages" is the title
of the exhibition of Marylin Wal-igore- 's
work which is showing at
MacKenzie Gallery through March
4. Waligore has been an Assist-
ant Professor of Art at the Col-
lege of Wooster since 198S. after
obtaining her undergaduate degree
from Berkeley and her Master of
Fine Arts from Madison. Wiscon-
sin. She is currently teaching
classes in photography and paint-
ing.
"Public Messages" includes
twelve hand-colore- d black-and-whi- te
photographs which address
a variety of issues. The vivid
colors she uses are striking and
the subjects are thought-provokin- g.
A piece called "Deer
Crossing" is a picture of stenciled
images of deer which have been
attached to large bales of newspa-
per; the background is a grassy
couraged to plan for a productive
future. Together they map out
college Aid technical courses and
degrees which will be fulfilling
and will contribute to their be-
coming- responsible members of
society. The success of this ap-
proach can be seen in the fact that
97 of the members not only go
to college but many receive sizea-
ble scholarships toward their
training.
The young people of The New
York City Youth Chorus aree
with thea roirmaster that "Music
lifts people above pessimism and
triviality to a .higher, more pro-
found way of seeing the world."
They are convinced that their
chorus reflects the truth of this
belief.
This event is co-sponso- red by
Black Forum (SAB) and 1- - Office
of Black Student Affairs.
Floyd Flake, Congress
Member, from Jamaica
New York will speak
Feb. 22 at 8:15 p.m.
in Gault Recital Hall
on "Black America:
Where are we now?
Which way do we go?"
(Sponsored by Haram-be- e
and The Black
Student Association)
field. They resemble targets for
firing practice. The word
"YIELD" appears above the imag-
es, and suggests a correlation be-
tween hunting and wild animals
that are the victims of highway
accidents.
"Mark-Makin- g" is a photograph
of an underpass that is covered
with graffiti. Over the image,
the words "DONT FORGET YOUR
SIGNATURE" have been inter-
spersed among the graffiti words.
On one level it is a playful, hu-
morous message, but more pro-
foundly, it invites one to reflect
on the need to make some sort of
individual mark in the world and
what kind of mark it will be.
Another picture, called "Johnny
Can Read" illustrates the subtle
messages that language can con-
vey. The central image is that of
an old-fashion- ed reading chart for
"Talking With" senior director Caty DeWalt makes a
point. . (Photo by Andrew Traglla)
"Talking With"
by ELIZABETH WALSH
The Senior I.S. production
"Talking With" will be presented
in Shoolroy Theater, Feb. 25-2- 7.
The play written by Jane Martin
will be directed by College of
Wooster senior Caty DeWalt.
"Talking With" was first shown
by Actors Theater of Louisville,
Kentucky on Oct. 1, 1982. De-Wa- lt
was led to choose this play
for her production by a number of
things that she enjoyed about the
play and the characters.
"What appeals to me most
about this play is its humor" she
says. "It handles the big issues
that concern us alllove, death,
loneliness, pain and outragein
such a way that you almost fail to
notice that, amid the laughter,
'something was learned, new in-
sight was gained."
The play consists of eleven
monologues, each done by a dif-
ferent female character, performed
by eight female students that re
school lessons that says, "John
and Rose are on their way to
school.. They have their books
and slates. Rose is a sweet girl."
(Same idea as the "Dick and Jane"
stories) The illustration on an-
other reading chart shows Rose
watching John read a book, which
subtly reinforces old stereotypes
of passive females and active
males. Superimposed on the im-
age are the words "LANGUAGE
LESSON," which represent to the
modern viewer, who is at least
somewhat enlightened by a femi-nin- st
reassessment of traditional
gender-role- s, an ironic understate-
ment of the type of lesson that
these reading charts actually pro-
vide. "Birth and Death,"
"Wedding Sale," and "Madonna-ar- e
the titles of several other
pieces from this well-worth-visiti- ng
show.
n
flect what it was like to be a
woman and a little different in
the 80s. These characters are tru-
ly unique and engaging.
DeWalt says "I love the charac-
ters in this play. They are at
once so far removed from your
own experience and yet so close
to it that you get the feeling that
deep,, deep, deep down inside
you're just like they are."
The women will be played by
College of Wooster students who
are searching deep, deep, deep
down to find the likeness. These
students include Elise Bonza in
"Rodeo;" Jackie Christian in
Twirler," and "French Fries;" Eli-
zabeth Lane in, "Dragons," Katie
Luce in "Marks;" Ellen Muse in
"Fifteen Minutes" and "Scraps;"
Kathy O'Grady in "Clear Glass
Marbles" and "Lamps;" Julie Shar-g- el
in "Audition;" and Lauren
Steenberg in "Handler."
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Faculty Profile: Dykstra
A- -
edits music book
If
;
..I .
Professor or music BRIAN DYKSTRA spent time in Lon-
don last semester. (Photo by Gordon Finkelstein)
Williams performs
(continued from page 1)
Although he is 69 years old, he
is not retired, and still gives con-
certs here and there. He is going
on a European tour in spring to
sing in countries like Switzerland
and Norway. He has given con-
certs at many colleges and univer-Vttiesfc(buehad- n,t.
heard about
Williams believes that a jazz
singer should be able to project
himself into the song he is sing-
ing, and he thinks that he is do- -
If you've been singing for fifty
years, you don't have any fa-
vorites.
ing it in all his songs. Although
some songs like "Everyday I have
the Blues" or "Nobody seems to
care" reflect his true feelings, he
doesn't have one favorite song.
"If you have been singing for 50
years, you don't have any favor-
ites," he said during the phone in-
terview.
Williams was born in Cordele,
Georgia, but was raised in Chica-
go. Now he is living in Las Ve-
gas with his wife, Jillean. When
he was 10 years old, little Joe had
to sell all kinds of things from
door-to-do- or to help his mother in
supporting the family. Now, as
he has quite a good income, he
still doesn't like to spend a lot.
"Some people think they own
things, but really things own
them," he said, mentioning that
they don't have any servants in
the house because he and his wife
both don't think they need them.
On Saturday, before the concert,
Williams is going to address BSA
(Black Students' Association). He
said that he is first going to ask
the students: "Do you have any
idea what you want for yourself?"
He thinks that he made his deci-
sion years ago after asking him-
self the same question, and he has
never regretted choosing music.
"I only regret that I didn't contin-
ue my education. I left at high-schoo- l;
I should have gone on."
With ja2z you don't plan be-
forehand. The band has some
arrangements, and I'm bring-
ing some notes with me.
The Jazz Members Big Band,
which is going to play with Joe
Williams tomorrow night, was
formed in Chicago in 1978 by
Steve Jensen and Jeff Lindberg,
who is a member of the staff in
COW. The group has performed at
the Chicago Jazz Festival and at
numerous Chicago area summer
concerts.
The Winter Gala is co-sponso- red
by the Office of the Dean of Stu-
dents, music department, office of
Student Programming, SAB and
Cultural Events Committee.
Orchestra
(continued from page 1)
"-b-
eenThe College community has
privileged with The Cleve-
land Orchestra's presence for over
a decade. Their presence has been
made possible by a joint College
and community effort. Co-cha- ir
members for this year's affairs are
Ms. Alice Noble and Dr. Frank
- Cebul. The orchestra has a series
of "run-out- s" each year. Besides
their annual Wooster visit, they
also play at the EJ. Thomas Hall
at the University of Akron and
Oberlin College.
Tickets are available at Lowry
Front Desk at $14 for the commu-
nity and $8 for students.
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Brian Dykstra, who has been a
professor of music at Wooster
since 1969, is an interesting per-
son to interview. With each
thing he discussed, he showed
photographs and pamphlets, shar-
ing his sabbatical with me. An
energetic and charismatic speaker,
Dykstra truly seemed to enjoy
talking about his work.
Dykstra. has just spent a semes-
ter on leave working on his book
for beginning adult piano players
entitled "Basic Keyboard." In a
year or two he plans to revise it
again and submit it for publish-
ing. But in the meantime, two of
his students and three of Elizabeth
Barany-Schlauch- 's students are us- -
Wilson s
entertain
by SAMRAT UPADHYAY
"This is the Warrior Chief of
the Neverwoz. I trample the rhi-
noceros underfoot and dance upon --
the elephant."
The children at Wayne Elemen-
tary School delightfully roar in
unison with the caterpillar as it
frightens and intimidates the leop-
ard, the elephant and the rhinocer-
os.
College of Wooster student Mi-at- ta
Wilson's senior independent
production. The Terrible Warrior
and Other African Stories," enter-
tains, educates and enthralls chil-
dren at 10 schools in the area this
week as it acts out a collection of
six African stories.
Celebrated as part of Black His-
tory Month, the show strives to
promote black and African history
in the area schools. It will be
performed free for the public at
Freedlander Theatre at the college
Feb. 19 at 7 p.m. and Feb. 20 at
2 and 7 p.m.
Animating tales such as "Why
the Mosquito Buzzes in People's
Ears" and "Why Something Hap-
pens," a cast of 11 Wooster actors
use animal masks, cushions and
other attachments to give life to
the animals they portray. A map
of Africa on a tye-dye- d sheet
forms the background as the snake
slithers across the floor, the mos-
quito buzzes in the children's ears
and the lion roars in anger with
the audience trying to determine
whose fault it is that the sun
didn't rise that morning.
The audience actively partici-
pates in the telling of tales. In
one scene, in which the mother
spider gets swallowed by a fish, a
ing it. So far "it is working very
.
well," Dykstra said. He did most
of the work at his home here in
Wooster, and in fact wrote a num-
ber of the pieces in it. The rest
he borrowed from public domain.
It was particularly challenging,
Dykstra said, to create a book for
someone "who has never seen the
instrument."
When asked about Scheide Mu-
sic Center, Dykstra said that it
was "a paradise for music teachers
and musicians...Gault Recital Hall
makes one feel like more of an
artist than Mackie Hall."
Perhaps the more interesting
part of his leave to Wooster stu-
dents was his three-wee- k stay in
London. Dykstra was the typical
tourist, seeing all of the museums
and the Kew Gardens. But he put
an emphasis on performances. He
saw 11 concerts, one ballet, one
opera, and one operetta. The
most impressive performance in
Dykstra's opinion was a perfor-
mance of the Dvorak cello concer-
to by Rostropovitch. He also en-
joyed the musical Pacific Over-
tures by Stephen Sondheim. This
musical is a rarely performed mix-
ture of Japanese and American mu-
sical.
If you find yourself in one of
the college's music classes, check
the book you are using; it may
have Dykstra's name on it.
African stories
Wayne students
B
I7F
KATIE VIEROW holds the moon at the Wayne Elementary
School for Mlatta Wilson's senior I.S. production.
(Photo by Matt Dilyard)
group of children are asked to join
hands and form the fish's stom-
ach. At another point, the narra-
tor elicits responses from the
children as to what is meant by
the "moral" of the story.
"It's important for children to
have live theatre experiences, in-
stead of spending too much time
watching television," says Wil-
son, a theatre major at the col-
lege. -
Her choice of African stories
stems from her childhood experi-
ences in Sierra Leone, West Afri-
ca, where she lived for two years.
"For me, it's a cross-cultur- al ex-
perience," she says. "Children's
theatre is one of the most impor-
tant things in my life and I have
integrated my African childhood
with my love for kids. I love
working with the kids," she adds.
Wilson's project advisor is Stan
Schutz. a theatre professor at
Wooster. Coincidentally, Schutz
also had spent time in Sierra Le-
one. "Stan Schutz was a great
help in that he understood the Af-
rican aspect of my production."
says Wilson. She adds that he
was a strong source of moral sup-
port.
In addition to the touring show.
Wilson has also provided a study
guide for teachers, suggesting story-t-
elling activities for students
so that they can learn more about
the African culture.
It takes childlike spontaneity
and curiosity to discover that the
caterpillar is not the ominous
Warrior Chiff of the Neverwoz.
As Wilson and her crew tell sto-
ries to children, adults could pos-
sibly be as wise as the owl to lis-
ten to Wilson when she says. "All
invited for we are all children at
heart."
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SAB Film
by FAISAL ANSARI
Cool Hand Luke
Paul Newman is a parking
meter vandal who is caught and
packed off to a southern prison
camp. Behind bars he experiences
life at its worst, but soon wins
the friendship of his jailmates.
Later a dying mother causes him
to try to break out. Newman
plays the confused, rebellious
Luke with energy and emotion and
he is supported by other good per-
formances and a worthy script.
Company
By MARY HARVEY
This weekend the Spotlight
Showcase will feature the gTOup
"Company" from 8:30-1- 1 p.m. on
Saturday. Feb. 20. "Company"
has performed in such places as
Cleveland Crate & Trucking and
the Winking Lizard and The Col-
lege of Wooster looks forward to
having them at Mom's Truck Stop
this weekend. This group, con-
sisting of two (or sometimes
three) musicians, uses lead vocals,
bass guitar, rhythm guitar and two
Lady Sings the Blues
Probably the sole redeem- - '
ing feature of this movie is Diana
Ross. She portrays the life of
Billie Holliday with gusto and
some of her songs are comparable
to the originals. The director,
however, turns the real life story
of the singing star into a myth
embellished with discrepancies.
performs
and three part harmony.
The long list of hit songs that
"Company" perfoms includes
"Under the Boardwalk." "Rocket
Man," and "Cats in the Cradle."
They also perform many songs by
such stars as Billy Joel. The
Beatles. Simon and Garfunkle and
James Taylor. The show that
"Company" will perform this Sat-
urday from 8:30 - 11p.m. promis-
es to be a delight.
Independent Study
Resumes
Letters
Newsletters
Legal Briefs
Contracts
Repetitive Letters
Flyers
Textbooks
C P N SERVICES
Professional Word Processing - Xerox 850
11 Years Secretarial and Word Processing Experience
Practicums
Term Papers
Theses
Book Reports
Dissertations
Proposals
ManualsReports
Medical Papers
Mailing Lists
Previews
Services Include:
paper, spelling accuracy and help with punctuation
$1.25 Per Page (Double-Spac- e)
No job is too large or too small
Fast and accurate turnaround
Pick-u- p and Delivery is available at these locations:
OSU UniversityOvalwood or Library
Ashland CollegeStudent Center
College of WoosterLowry Center
Call: Cathy Pa ttison-Nem- ec
419231-441- 2
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Talent show for
Every Woman's
House
tomorrow
A Benefit Talent Show for Every
Woman's House in Wooster will
feature "The Cedar Valley Clog-gers- ,"
The Unity Singers," and
"Holmes Cooking." Also in the
show are six acts by College of
Wooster students and faculty.
The Feb. 20 show, slated to be-
gin at 7:00 p.m. in McGaw Chap-
el, will end before the Winter Gala
with Joe Williams and his band
begins at 9:00 p.m.
Among the Wooster students
featured in the talent show is
Doug Fowler, with his Teddy Bear
Fridge. Chris Palestrant, Erik
Ackerman, Nathan Hoffman, Paul
De Coster, Tom Turriff and Tracy
Goodson are the "Rockapella
Singers.
A saxophone quartet of Karen
McEwen, Steve Knox, Jennifer
Smith and Bryan Johnson; Sharon
Murphy! on the piano; and Martyn
Clark with Richard Crouse in a
guitarflute duet round out the stu-
dent portion of the show.
Dr. William Schreiber. professor
emeritus of German, will perform
on the harmonica.
Every Woman's House provides
shelter for abused women, both
short and long term. Their emer-
gency hotline provides couseling
for both men and women.
Lip Syncs
mouth off
at Ichabod's
by RAJIV PANDEY
Wooster's "Lip Sync" contest
will be held tonight, Friday, Feb.
19 at Ichabod's. David Albin,
class of '87, will serve as MC.
There will be a $.50 cover charge.
"Lip Sync" is a game played to
music, where the players form
their own groups (like pseudo-band- s)
and try to imitate the ap-
pearance and style of the real mu-
sic group. A single player can
also play this game by imitating
a solo artist.
These groups get on stage hold-
ing things like bats and sticks,
pretending that these are actual in-
struments while synchronizing
their lip movements with the
songs of the music group.
Whichever group or solo artist
perfoms the best will be awarded
cash prizes. Performers can use
more than one song, but should
show consideration for the other
contestants and make the whole
act short and sweet.
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Broadway hit
Purlie brings
Deep South
to Wooster
WW2 4
mill hlh
The stars of Purlie are STEPHEN CASEY, NATALIE
ENGLISH, VANESSA JONES, and SCOTT FORTUNE. The
Wooster showing of this smash hit musical is .co-sponsor- ed
by Black Forum, Performing Arts and Cultural'
Events Committees of SAB.
"Purlie," one of America's most
successful Broadway musicals, will
be performed at The College of
Wooster when it goes on stage
Feb. 25 in McGaw Chapel at 8
p.m. Admission is free to stu-
dents.
Based on the play "Purlie Victo-
rious" by actor Ozzie Davis,
"Purlie" was the first theatre effort
for composers Peter Udell and
Gary Geld, who made musical his-
tory with this comedy as the first
pop songwriters to win success on
Broadway.
Hailed by The New York Times
as "victorious," "Purlie" experi-
enced a run for more than two
years on Broadway, winning two
Tony awards and spawning sever-
al national tours.
"Purlie Victorious" was inspired
by the 1954 murder of a young
black named Emmett Till, whose
killing also inspired James Bald-
win's "Blues for Mr. Charlie"
which was performed at Wooster
last weekend.
"Purlie" takes place about 30
years ago on the Georgia estate of
Ol' Cap'n Cotchipee, a Deep
Southern landowner whose senti-
mental longing for the days of
slavery puts "Gone With The
Wind" to shame. He is at war
with a tough, young black preach-
er named Purlie Victorious Judson;
the issue is Purlie's family inheri-
tance being "held for safekeeping"
by Ol' Cap'n. What follows is a
potpourri of faked identities, ro-
mantic intrigue and barrages of
scintillating wit.
The New York cast of "Purlie"
has as the dynamic preacherman
Scott Fortune, whose stage credits
include a recent production of
"Hair" and the national tour of
"Spell 7." Vanessa James, fea-
tured in the New York company of
the long-runni- ng "Mama I Want
to Sing," plays the starry-eye- d Lu-tiebel- le,
who is in love with the
hero. The villain is played by
Stephen Casey, who portray ed the
theatre owner in the national tour
of "One Mo' Time."
"Purlie" will be staged by thea-
tre veteran Robert Durkin, a for-
mer Broadway dancer who is re-
sponsible for the direction and
choreography of more than 100
professional productions for sum-
mer stock, national tours and re-gio- nal
theatres. His most recent
credits include "West Side Story,"
the Duke Ellington musical
"Sophisticated Ladies" and "The
King and I."
Assisting Durkin will be the
musical director Jim Grady, whose
credits range from accompaniment
for such stars as Liza Minelli,
Cleo Lane and Lola Falana, to an
Emmy nomination for the best
original television score. Grady
also served as the musical director
for the 1987 revival of "Evita."
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Sabol
by KATHY SABOL and DOUG
Man. Woman. Life. Death. In-
finity. Tuna Casserole. She's
Having a Baby is John Hughes'
latest film which dares to tell it
all. Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth
McGovern star as an up-and-com- ing
yuppie couple who must
survive their middle-clas- s neigh-
bors, in-law- s, and the trials and
tribulations of marriage. A recog-
nizable supporting cast adds to
the fun.
DC: Where does one begin to
talk about a film which dares to
tell it all? A good place would be
to speak about Kevin Bacon and
Elizabeth McGovern who both
gave solid performances. Bacon
plays a character who goes
through many different phases of
growth, and he proves himself ca-
pable of acting this part most of
the time. McGovern does well as
the "straight" character to Bacon
around whom much of the comedy
is centered. , , ,
KS: ...around whom much of the
movie is centered. The film deals
much more with Bacon's feelings
and frustrations than McGovern's.
I would have appreciated more in-
sights into McGovern's character.
Leaving her part of the story by
the wayside (her career, her mis-
givings about their marriage, etc.)
and concentrating on Bacon's per-
spective (his career, his fantasies,
his reactions to her pregnancy)
could rightly draw criticism from
SGA BUS SCHEDULE
FOR SPRING BREAK
To Cleveland:
Thursday, March 3
Friday, March 4
Saturday, March 5
From Cleveland:
She's Having A Baby
CROWTHER
feminists.
DC: You're right Kathy, that was
one of the big disappointments in
the film. McGovern is a stabiliz-
ing force on Bacon, and being the
serious character, Hughes could
have used her to explore some of
the serious issues of young marri-
ages. Instead he throws her char-
acter away, going for the laughs
with Bacon instead.
KS: By the way, can Kevin Ba-
con ever appear in a film which
hasn't been made for the MTV
crowd? It isn't that I didn't enjoy
the music (especially Kate Bush's
song!), or think that it wasn't
used effectively most of the time,
but that it was relied on too heav-
ily in the second half of the film.
Song fading into next song, tak-
ing over the dialogue...
DC: I disagree with you on that
point. Rock music is something
that Hughes uses in all his films,
and this is definitely a Hughes
film all the way; different story,
but the same basic formula he al-
ways uses in film after film. The
Hughes formula: characters) are
introduced, confronted with a set
of circumstances, work through
the situation, show personal
growth in the process, end of sto-
ry-
KS: He does depart from that to a
degree by adding flashbacks and
4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 19 2:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 20 12:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
Tickets cost $5, and will be on sale at
Lowry Center Front Desk beginning Mon-
day, February 21. Please direct questions
to Julie Rice, ext. 2705, or Rich Crouse,
ext. 2693.
, and
Crowther
fantasydream scenes throughout
the film. Also, much of the com-
edy is derived from the fact that
the film points at itself in its use
of cliches it is quite conscious
of all the drawbacks of telling
this familiar and domestic story.
DC: I didn't really appreciate the
way the film made fun of itself un-
til they were well established in a
suburbia that would have made
Steven Spielberg cringe. I
thought the neighborhood scenes
were among the best in the whole
film. I especially loved the lawn-mow- er
scene which in itself
makes the movie worth seeing.
If you . enjoy John Hughes films
(Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast
Club ), you will not be dissa-point- ed
by She's Having A Baby.
We recommend this film as good
entertainment; not Oscar material,
but worth, the admission price...
especially at a time on campus
when a little comic relief is need-
ed.
Grade: B
Now a word from our (finally!) of-
ficial sponsor
She's Having A Baby is currently
playing at the Lyric Twin Cinema
along with Good Morning Vie-
tnam. Call 262-997- 7 for show-time- s.
As always Monday night
is College I.D. night; admission
is $2.50 with a student I.D.
Men Wanted?
4)
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by DOUG FOWLER
Okay, we've spelled out things
about letters and put colors in
black and white. Now it is time
to enumerate about numbers.
For instance, wasn't life a whole
lot easier when actual digits were
all you had to worry about, when
you only had to memorize multi-
plication tables rather than know-
ing the limits as x approaches
zero of xy squared divided by
wx-- y squared, the whole thing
cubed, with y equalling pi and w
equalling cake?
Yes. the "new math" is so new
that some of our own parents
don't even understand it. Forget
having them decipher ityou're
better off going to a stance and
trying to conjure up the ghost of
Albert Einstein. And even he had
trouble with math in school.
One neat thing about the evolu-
tion of numbers is the develop-
ment of the scientific calculator. I
have one that is a bit extravagant--i- t
goes up to ten to the ninety-nint- h
power. Of course, it doesn't
display all those zeroes a black-
board is required for that but who
would use it anyway? For in-
stance, there are around 300 mil-
lion seconds in a year or
It would take years to get
1099 seconds!
Another simpler way to put it
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING MF -
Sumrrer A Career Opportunities
(Will rra-r)- . Excellent pay pKia
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Cariboean. etc. CALL NOW:
209-736V07- 7S Ext.
ASS
JERRY HAMMAKER and DONALD MOSTETLER distribute
program house Information as part of the "Options 88"
Fair on Tuesday. (Photo by Laura Callgulrl)
is. That is way too much!" No-
body is ever going to see that
many of something, so why both-
er with it? Is this what is meant
by expanding your horizons?
Take the imaginary unit, I,
which is the square root of nega-
tive one. I like the idea myself.
We should never let ourselves be-
lieve that something is impossi-
ble, even something as weird as i.
Now, why doesn't everybody de-
vise something unique and unusual
for the science of mathematics?
This man developed i ; I'm sure
some people out there have imag-
inations that can dream up wild
things, like numbering systems
with a base of .074 rather than
10.
Still, however, the new math
does prove one thing there is a
world of figures out there yet to be
explored. Just as computers are
opening new fields every day, so
may mathematics. It seems very
complex, but our world is rapidly
doing the samegetting more
complicated. To compete in the
next century, our minds must be-
come adjusted to this.
And who knows, we may yet be
able to count HP of something,
or find the exact number of deci-
mal places in pi. Hey. there's
something 1099 might fit into!
I go to Fiesta because.
J like the friendtinestand personal attention
that I receive. Whether I'm uwnf the Uniting
beds or gett"S "W everyone h kind
and I'm always satisfied with the results! The
belt part of my visit when I payUt Aoetmt
leave my pocket empty!
Perms $19.99 to $39.99
Includes cut and style
No Appointments ust Walk In!
Daily 8-- 8; Sat. 8-- 6; Sun. 10-- 5
mm.
HMft FAflMOMS
V
V.
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KATHLEEN McTIGUE
McTigue speaks
(continued from page 1)
myself and faith in a totally new
way. As a result, my political
convictions were grounded, per-
sonalized and deepened and put
into a faith context."
McTigue graduated from Stanford
University in Economics in 1979,
after spending two years doing ec-
onomic research in Tanzania. In
1979 and 1980 she was in Spain.
She received her Master of Divini-
ty degree from Starr King Theo-
logical Seminary in Berkeley,
Calif, in 1987.
As a result of the current admin-
istration's continuing support of
the Contras in Nicaragua, many
organizations have sprung up to
stop what they perceive as a
threat to human rights and peace.
sfc 1 5 VISIT
PACKAGE
. For The Tanning Bed
ONLY
ONLY
s24
Citizens from all over the US
have been going to Nicaragua un-
der the aegis of these gToups.
They go to see what is happen-
ing, or help build or teach. Some
of these organizations are relig- -'
ious, while others are secular in
orientation. Probably the leading
such organization is Witness For
Peace, which specifically
"organizes long and short term
delegations of US citizens whose
presence serves to impede Contra
attacks and to learn about Nicara-
gua.
Witness for Peace will be hold-
ing interviews on Monday from 9
to 5. Those interested may sign
up in the CD&P. The event series
. is sponsored by Tim Anderson and
Westminster Presbyterian Church.
95
20 VISIT
PACKAGE
For The Tanning Booth
SO195
Reg. 35
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Eleven students work on
Sophomore Research tasks
by BETH BROWN
The Sophomore Research Pro-
gram of the College of Wooster is
a project which enables students
to become research apprentices to
College faculty members or area
research laboratories. The pro-
gram is open to all students in the
Fall, Spring or Summer of their
sophomore year.
Cameron Maneese, the pro-
gram coordinator, feels that the
program is an excellent opportu-
nity for students to experience the
process of developing research
while at the same time exploring
issues related to their major.
Competition is heavy for the
variety of availible positions.
Any academic field can be repre-
sented in the program if there is
student or faculty interest. An
Steven E, Brooks, Executive Di-
rector of the Philadelphia Center,
will be on campus, Thursday, Feb-
ruary 25 in Lowry Center Pit from
4:30-6:0-0 p.m. to meet with stu
Gome ForThe
CutThat KeepsT
iROlnrajEn
FAMILY HAIR CENTER
345-700- 0
2786 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio
initial interview must be scheduled
with the coordinator as well as a
one page essay explaining the
student's interest and intentions
for a particular research project.
Students are committed to ten
hours of work each week during
the semester. Summer sessions
are held for eight week periods
where the student is employed
full-tim- e.
T"" Eleven students of the twenty-f-
our applicants are currently in-
volved in research with a college
faculty member. Jerome Bias is
working with Dr. Donald Wise of
Biology, Sarah-Jan- e Briggs and
Paul Hammemess with Dr. Joseph
Hruby of Education, Karen McE-we- n
with Dr. Don Jacobs of Phys-
ics, Rosanna Nicoletti with Dr.
dents interested in doing an in-
ternship in Philadelphia during
the fall or spring semester of this
coming academic year. The Phila-
delphia Center is the largest and
$29.95
Reg. 4350
ROFFLER PERM
Monday
Not valid with other olftrs.
Style cut with a friend
Regular $15.50 Men
Junior Stytet OrWy
Robert Bouchard of Biology, Mi-
chelle Place with Dr. Elizabeth
Castelli of Religion, Samantha
Langly with Dr. Pamela Frese of
Sociology, Maggie Redic with Dr.
Karen Taylor of History, Simone
Humphrey with Dr. Terry Kershaw
of Sociology, and Julie Kern with
Dr. Kenneth Goings of History.
Applications are being ac-
cepted for this summer's research
opportunities until Feb. 29. A
newsletter to first year students
and sophomores will be coming
out after Spring Break which lists
the specific programs available.
Maneese encourages any student
who is interested in research in
any field to stop by her office or
make an appointment to discuss
his or her interests in the
Newberry Library program
representative talks Thursday
On Thursday afternoon at 1 p.m.
in the. Andrew's Room of the Li-
brary a representative of the New-
berry Library in Chicago will be
on hand to talk with Wooster stu-
dents interested in spending the
Fall 1988 term there. Located on
Chicago's Near North Side, the
Newberry has one of the national-
ly outstanding collections of
American and European books and
manuscripts, with substantial
depth in special fields such as Na-
tive American and Pioneer materi-
als and the Renaissance. Many
other special collections exist,
making the Newberry an ideal
place for Wooster students re-
search. As part of a GLCA-AC- M
program, Wooster students are eli-
gible to spend a semester at the
Newberry and receive full four-cour- se
credit. If you have a good
grade point average and are inter
ested in this unusual program,
come to the Newberry presenta-
tion Thursday, Feb. 25.
Philadelphia Center director
offers internship options
1 1jrl
most comprehensive of the Great
Lakes College. Association pro-
grams.
The purpose of the program is
to provide opportunities for pro-
fessional and intellectual develop-
ment for students while living in
the city and learning in an experienc-
e-based and academic context.
During the course of the semes-
ter the students will develop inde-penda- nt
living skills; explore ca-
reer options; 'develop an under-
standing of urban diversity and
different living styles; develop an
interdisciplinary approach for or-
ganizing and interpreting the
Philadelphia experience, develop
professional behaviors and refine
interviewing and resume writing
skills.
The program is open to any stu-
dent. Students may earn a maxi-
mum of four credits. For more in-
formation, contact Charlotte
Wahl. Kauke 37. Ext. 2463.
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Stanley presents
Osgood Lecture COW grad Leslie discusses
by JULIE BUDDEN "Operation Crossroads"
The Seventh Annual Richard G.
Osgood Jr. Memorial lecture was
held last night at 7:30 pan. in
Mateer. Dr. Steven Stanley, chair-
person of the Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences at John's
Hopkins University, lectured on
The Great Extinctions."
Stanley, author of Extinctions
and Earth and Life Through Time,
is ' a specialist in paleontological
evolution of bivalve mollusks.
According to Mark Wilson, pro-
fessor of geology at the college,
Stanley is a well-recogniz- ed ex
tinction theorist.
The Osgood Lectureship has
been an endowed series since
1981. It is sponsored by the
three sons of the late Richard G.
Osgood, a professor at Wooster
from 1967-198- 1. The purpose of
the endowment is to bring other
geologists with interests in pale-
ontology to the campus in Os-
good's memory.
Plans for next year's lecture will
include Paul Taylor from the Brit-
ish Museum of Natural History.
Campus Council
posts petitions
Would you like to become involved
with student concerns, budgeting for
chartered campus organizations, or
legislation regarding campus social
regulations? Campus Council is the
organization which combines the stu-
dents, faculty and administration to
discuss such issues. Three members -at-
-large serve as the part of the stu-
dent membership which represents the
opinions of the student body as a
whole,- - Petitions for those interested
in running for a member-at-larg- e po-
sition' are currently available at the
Lowry Center Front desk and must be
IPO...
Did You Know...
Do we have a day coming up for
you! Mark your calendars for Feb-
ruary 23.
At 11 a.m. in Kauke 227 a repre-
sentative from Scandinavian Semi-
nar will present a slide show of
their program. (Alison Myers is
on that program now in Norway.)
At 6 pjn. in Lowry Pit a rep
from Crossroads-Afric- a will give a
presentation. This is a service
program. With all the interest in
Africa that is voiced in this of-
fice, I expect a good turnout
--All day long (10:30-5:3-0) a rep-
resentative for Semester at Sea
will have a table set up in Lowry
to dispense information and talk
to students. She will then give a
video presentation at 7 pjn. in
Lowry 118.
--On Tuesday, Feb. 23 a represen-
tative will be on campus to dis-
cuss the Wooster-sponsore- d pro-
gram in Cordoba, Spain, at 11
ajn. in Kauke 228.
BIG DAY! LOTS OF INFO!
returned by Sunday, Feb. 21.
The formal responsibilities of
members-at-larg- e are to propose for
consideration campus concerns under
Council's jurisdiction and to serve on
at least one standing committee of
Council. In order to consider stu-
dent concerns. Council often forms
ao Vc issue-orient- ed committees.
Committees that have been formed
for this year included studies of stu-
dent input on the faculty review and
tenure process, racism on campus and
the effects of the new Ohio drinking
laws on campus parties.
Washington
(continued from page 3)
becomes a four man race.
The junkies are now turning
their eyes to New Orleans, hoping
that Republicans, too, will have
ah open convention.
If this happens, it pays to look
at delegate selection rules in many
states. Several states, especially
in the south, have a two-ti- er sys-
tem for selecting delegates. Right
about now, these states are hold-
ing caucuses to choose WHO the
delegates will be. Later, a separ-
ate primary will assign blocks of
those delegates to each candidate.
The delegates will be bound to
vote for a certain candidate on the
first one to three ballots, no mat-
ter whom they personally prefer.
However, if no Republican wins
on the first few ballots, these del-
egates will be free to vote for
whomever they choose.
Which GOP candidate do you
think has been flooding the cau-
cuses in these states to insure that
the delegates support his candida-
cy?. The answer is Pat Robertson.
If the Republican ; convention
. does not choose a nominee on the
first ballot, Robertson supporters .
will start coming out of the wood-
work. That is something to think
about.
by FAISAL ANSARI
Former Wooster student and
Crossroads speaker Kirsten Leslie
will host an informal talk about
the program on Feb. 23 in Bab-co- ck
Hall-Fiv-
e
years before the Peace
Corps was created, a similar non-
profit organization called Cross-
roads was founded by The Rev.
James Robinson. Its purpose was
to increase international under
-
a w
learning adventure of --
your life.
--c
standing and cooperation by con-
ducting development programs in
Africa and the Caribbean.
Young, socially-motivate- d
Americans were sent for volunteer
work on small-scal- e development
projects in these areas. The suc-
cess of the project can be gauged
by the fact that almost 10.000
students have so far participated
in the program.
, h
rmr t
4 4m '
Crossroads sponsors project in
community construction, farming,
archaeology and medical projects.
Most programs are located in un-
derdeveloped rural areas and require
active community participation.
During seven weeks in the sum-
mer, participants will get a chance
to closely study local cultures and
customs, while also providing
meaningful development help.
TheVfoiidls Still
The GreatestClassroom
OfAIL
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh-snnnsnre- d
Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-da- y odyssey
aboard the American -- built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
Ynu can earn 12-1- 5 transferable units
from vour choice of more than 50 lower and
unner division courses, while callinff upon
nlaces as culturally diverse as Jaron. Hong Kong.
India,Turkey, the Soviet Unkra, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to--
transform students of every color, race ana
creed into true citizens and scholars of
rtwwnrfd.
For foil information, including a catalog and application, call
i -fi- nn-R.44-0195 1-412-64- 8-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education,
University or Httsbargn,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260. . fTtmmi nrpnarp for th fJ&
1
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Deforestation rapidly depletes rainforests
by JENN KOSNICK, BILL BRITTON and LAURA HUNSBERGER
Tropical rainforests, the
primary oxygen supplying lungs
to the world are being depleted at
a rapid rate. According to RAN,
Rainforest Action Network,
approximately 100 acres of rain-
forest a minute are being
destroyed. Rainforests will not
grow back within several years,
rather it takes centuries to
replenish a mature rain-fores- t.
Deforestation has also caused
many indigenous forest people
and animals to lose their homes.
Rain forests are being destroyed
in Haiti, Hawaii, Central America,
Sri Lanka, Malaysia, among
others.
The primary cause of
deforestation in Central America
has been the conversion of
tropical rainforests into
pastureland. Fast-foo- d franchises
such as Burger King and Jack-in-the-B- ox
buy their meat from
Central American cattle herders
because of the cheaper prices and
labor. You say that's good
business? Wrong. Eventually the
former forest will become a waste-
land because without the nutrient
cycle and shade of the forest, the
soil hardens like cement within
years. In addition, the troubled
American cattle-herde- rs lose
valuable income.
In the past, people have
reacted to this situation by
boycotting these franchises. The
Women seek inter-
racial housemates
Do you believe that there is a
need for women of all cultures to
interact on this campus? Do you
want to contribute to the creation
of an environment, consisting of
racial awareness through edu-
cation? If so. then you have the
two qualities that Germaine
Temple, Cassandra Smith and Tyra
Grier are looking for. These three
women believe that this campus is
in great demand of this sort of
awareness and wish to form a
house to combat both the
discrimination and lack of know-
ledge concerning the relations
between different cultures and
sexes. The women hope to "esta-
blish interracial communication
. on campus through the use of
workshops, speakers, discussions,
and by living in an exemplary
environment," an environment
companies soon pulled out and
stopped importing beef from
Central America. In situations
such as this, short term economic
gain overrides long term social,
medicinal, economic and aesthetic
values.
World Bank in the past has
also played a part in the
destruction of the forest. With a
total lending last year of over $17
billion, the World Bank is one of
the world's most powerful, and
some say manipulative, economic
institutions. Unfortunately, the
Bank neglects to see the overall
effects of its investment projects.
As a business seeking profits, it
often overlooks the impending
social andor economic disaster it
can so easily bring to the
unstable balance of nature.
There was hope, however, at
its 42nd annual meeting ending
last October. "Responding to
growing international criticism
that the Bank is negligent in
policing the environmental effects
of its loans, (Barber Conable,
president) pledged to create, as a
part of a Bank-wid- e reorganiza-
tion, a new environmental depart-
ment to "help set the direction of
Bank policy, planning and
research work.'" As stated in a
recent Greenpeace bulletin, "It is
promising to hear that concerns
of persons outside the Bank can
be heard. Among the Bank's main -
consisting of women of all races
working and living together in
order to broaden their perspectives
as women of different cultures and
backgrounds.
If approved the women wish
to be an active and strong voice
on this campus. They hope that
by establishing an interracial
community within their house,
they can be an influence on the
entire community both on and off
campus. Through their interracial
community the women hope to
create a unified family concerned
more with working and learning
with one another as opposed to
working against each other.
If you are interested, contact
Germaine Temple (Box 2869, ext.
2096). Cassandra Smith (Box
2743, ext. 2704) or Tyra Grier
(Box 1702. ext. 2706).
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Complete professional beauty services at
the best prices in town!
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza
263-918- 5.
customers, we are not impotent in
our demands regarding its
practices." Support was given by
35 non-governmen- tal organi-
zations who attended the meeting,
"including Greenpeace, the
Environmental Defense fund and
groups from Brazil, Columbia,
Mexico, India and Indonesia."
These groups are demanding a
cut-o- ff of loans to many projects
including "the transmigration
colonialization program in
Indonesia, which threatens to
destroy over three billion hectares
of rainforest; and Brazil's Carajas
Iron One Project, a massive
mining complex that could
destroy 58,000 square miles of
Amazon rainforest and will
displace 10,000 Amazonian
Indians."
It is questionable how the 60-pers- on
environmental department
will be structured and how closely
its recommendations will be
followed. The Bank still ignores
several of its earlier loan
analyses.-- It has been proposed
that the "international body
follow guidelines similar to those
laid down in the United States'
National Environmental Policy
Act, which requires detailed
analysis of environmental impacts
and consideration of alternatives
before a project is approved."
Protesting the destruction of the
rainforests has landed many
Malaysian citizens in jail. These
citizens were attempting to halt
the destruction of their
environment and are being held
without bail. Many students on
campus have been stating their
concern for the destruction of the
Malaysian rainforests by writing
to the ambassador, prime minister
and many Malaysian newspapers.
The letter to the newspapers reads
as follows:
"As persons who have a
concern- - for our global
environment, we support all
citizens of Malaysia who feel
threatened by the destruction of
the rainforests. Although we
cannot understand the immediate
impact that you suffer due to the
altering of your native homeland,
we are well aware of the longterm
effects on the ecology of the area.
The reprocussions of eliminating
the rainforests will be felt
globally. The forests that have
played an intregal part in your
society are also crucial suppliers
of oxygen for the entire planet.
It is our hope that everyone
becomes aware of this acute
problem. We commend all efforts
in opposition to the depletion of
the rainforests of Malaysia."
The destruction of rainforests
is a global problem which all
persons should be aware of. This
rapid depletion results in the
destruction of many homes.
Spring Break
Computer Center
8 a.m.- - 4 ta;ih
Each Day
5!1
CPS
r
people and wildlife.
Environmental destruction is
not limited to the immediate area
it effects. Awareness and
support of this acute problem is
imperative to the reducing of its
severity.Letters(continued from page 1)
ic. Surely by canceling the B-- l,
SDI and other unneeded nuclear
weapon systems enough money
would be freed to find cures for
AIDS, most cancer and probably
feed and shelter the homeless and
still go a long way toward balanc-
ing the budget The FDA must
wake up to reality also. While
people die of AIDS here in Ameri-
ca, other AIDS sufferers elsewhere
are being saved with AIDS drugs
which the FDA stubbornly delays
testing and approval of, not to
mention making it illegal to man-
ufacture, prescribe and possess
them. The FDA must wake up and
cease its anti-huma- ne AIDS policy
immediately. The Supreme Court
must wake up to reality also and
recognize that the true marriage
bond is the strong love and mutual
sharing of relationship and not a
piece of paper. It must recognize
this and the need to grant nothing
less than full human, civil and ec-
onomic -- rights and privileges ores
gardless of sexual preferences in
such relationships.
I urge everyone to wake up the
president. Supreme Court, FDA and
Congress by sending them copies
of this letter as part of a chain let-
ter to everyone's friends and rela-
tives so that they may do the
same. Let's all do our part and
also make a donation to an AIDS
charity.
Leonard De Fazio, Jr.
31 Elmwood Ave.
Batavia, New York 14020
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Gators-Scot- s give
crowd a thriller
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
During their pre-ga- me warmups,
the nationally-ranke- d and im-
mensely talented Allegheny Ga-
tors appeared a bit too overconfi-
dent. The Scots and that overcon-fidenc- e
almost cost them a big
NCAC-leagu-e game.
Judging from the last time the
Scots played the Allegheny Ga-
tors, one might have been a bit
suspect of any attempt to slow
them down. But Coach Steve
Moore said he thought the Gators
could be slowed with a zone. "It
makes them stand around," Moore
saidjAadiof tha, entire. .Wedoes-- .
day night home game, he was
right. The Scots' shifting man
and zone defenses and aggressive
rebounding pushed them out to a
17-- 6 first half lead, but they
couldn't hold it, losing 52-4- 9 on
a fifteen-foo- t jumper by Gator for-
ward Carl Williams.
The Gators didn't score their
first bucket until Rich Seidel hit
with 15:11 left. Meanwhile. Matt
Hiestand was making life difficult
for them, scoring 10 out of the
Scot's first 12 points; the Scots
led 12-- 2 with 9:51 left.
As well as the Scots' defense
was holding Allegheny (8-3- 0 from
the floor in the half), they were
having shooting problems, and
the Gators went on to score four-
teen points in the last seven min-
utes of the half. It was 24-2- 0 at
halftime.
During the second half the lane
was a battlefield, as Mike Trim-
mer's bloodied jersey attested.
Time and again. Trimmer and oth-
er Scots would get mugged in the
paint by two and three Gators.
But the Scots were getting the
brunt of the referees' ire, as Rich,
Hiestand and McCormick each had
three fouls with 14 minutes left
Meanwhile, the Gators were chip-
ping away. Sub Sean Saith
sparked the Gators to a three-poi- nt
deficit with two long jump-
ers. 35-3- 2. Then with 10:28
left. Trimmer fouled Saith and got
a technical. The Gators converted
the free-thro- w, and Saith subse
quently hit another jumper to cut
the Scot lead to 38-3- 7. Moore
called time-ou- t.
Hiestand got a three point play
on a spinning short jumper and it
was 41-3- 7. As the game came
closer to the wire, the referees
were becoming more of a factor,
with questionable no-cal- ls and
questionable calls. The Wooster
crowd finally limped into life, and
shouted encouragement for the rest
of the game.
With 5:39 left, a turning point
was at hand. Moore put his start-i- n
gl ine --up back in. With 5:00
leff,"GaEr point-guar- d Keith Gray
put his team on top. 44-4- 3. At
the 3:30 mark. Trimmer pulled in
a clutch rebound, and then fed Rob
Peterson, who overcame early
shooting problems to have a good
game, for a lay-u- p. A minute lat-
er. Wooster took the lead, only to
lose it when Williams rebounded
his own miss (50-49- ). and Hies-
tand fouled out. His free-thro- w
was off the mark, and the Scots
could take the lead. Allegheny
stole the ball then, but there was
still a chance. Gator Garrett Dag-
gett traveled with :28 left, and the
Scots called time-ou- t. They could
not get a free shot from the three-poi- nt
stripe, until :02 left, when
Gary Meszaros' 20 footer missed.
Once again this season, the
Scots came within a couple of
plays of beating an excellent
team. They played well. Mike
McCormick and Meszaros were
tough against the quick Gator
backcourt, and Trimmer stayed in
there even though he was getting
beaten up. Rich and Peterson
kept the Scots in it with their --
shooting, passing and defense.
And Hiestand came as close as
anyone to being the hero.
The Scots fall to 13-1- 0. 5-- 6.
while Allegheny is 20-- 4. 10-- 1.
The Scots play at away against
Kenyon this Saturday at 2 p.m..
and then have a couple days off
until the NCAC championships.
The tournament will be held in
Timken. Feb. 23. 25 and 27.
--
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Keller shines at IB-- W
by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
To many of Wooster's Women's
Track members, it was The Meet
That Wouldn't End. The meet
held last Friday evening at Baldwin--
Wallace College lasted over
eight hours, but gave the Lady
Scots some of the best competi-
tion they would have all season.
"It was a chance to see where we
are in our training, and where we
need to go from here." said Head
Coach Craig Penney. The compe-
tition, which included Kent State,
West Virginia State, Ashland, and
others, was in most cases too
stiff to allow the fine efforts by
Wooster's women to shine
through; however, the meet was
not without its moments.
One of these special moments
occurred when Katie Keller ran the
3000 meter run. Keller ran an
outstanding 10:09.5. which quali-
fied her for the national champi-
onship or so it was thought.
As it turned out. Keller's time did
not qualify her for the indoor
championship (she missed 'it by
less than three-tent- hs of a second)
but did qualify her for the outdoor
championship to be held in May.
Though disappointed by this
news, Keller is looking forward to
the opportunity to compete at na-
tionals in two events die 1500
and the 3000; the former of the
two is her current goal. Assist-
ant Coach Dennis Rice is very
pleased with Keller's performance.
Continued on page 12
Women hoopsters nail Case
by SUE HOLLINGSHEAD
The Lady Scots wrapped up a
definite fourth place in the confer-
ence with Saturday's win against
. Case Western Reserve. The Lady
Scots beat Case 71-5- 1 to match
the score of the last time these
two teams met.
Coach Chris Hart commented.
"Whenever we play our best game
we have three people in double
figures. This game it was Donna
Myford with 17 points, and Bren-d- a
Heil and Monica Hansen with
13 points each. Hopefully we can
pull this off every game from here
on out."
The Lady Scots knew that this
game could be a good opportunity
for them. They needed to press
quite a bit to force the turnovers.
This worked very well for them
and caused Case to have 38 turno-
vers. Foul shooting has become
another asset to this program.
The Lady Scots shot 68 from the
line Saturday night.
A team to be reckoned with is
Kenyon this year. The first time
Wooster met them we lost by
three points. Wednesday the Lady
Scots hope to turn that around.
The next home game for the Lady
Scots will be Tuesday 23. This is
the first round of the conference
1637-6- 3 NQ2XH COAST ATHLETIC I
(through rebataxy ,14.
tournament. Game time is 7:30.
UPDATE:
Wednesday die Lady Scots went to
first ranked' Allegheny College
and lost 83-4- 8. Due to injuries
the Lady Scots were playing short
several people, but Coach Hart
was very impressed with the effort
everyone put forth. Allegheny's
program has dominated this con-
ference for years now. High
scorer of this game for the Lady
Scots was Monica Hansen with 18
points.
HCAC frvT!ffff.
w L ret w l pet'Allegheny 9 1 --900 15 6 .714
Ohio Wesleyan 9 2 .818 12 9 .571
Kenyon 8 S .727 10 11 .476
Wooster 6 4 .600 8 13 .381
Oberlln 2 8 3t 4 13 .235
Denison 2 8 .200 2 16 .125
Case Reserve 0 10 --000 0 20 jOOO
1S37-C-3 aMTS BflUXQATgCCIC CJLgS
W L Pet. W L ..Pet
Ohio Wesleyan 10 1 09 19 4 .826
Allegheny 9 1 300 19 4 826
Oberlln 6 4 90 13 9 .591
Wooster 5 5 .500 13 9 .591
Kenyon 5 6 4S 12 11 .522
Case Reserve 1 9 .100 3 18 "143
Denison 0 10 JOtX) 6 17 .261
BASKETBALL
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Swimmers douse Northern,
look toward championships
by SCOTT McLEAN
The Aqua-Sco- ts finished their
dual meet season in fine fashion
this year with two victories for
both the men's and women's
teams. The end-of-seas- on ram-
page began in a small town in
vest Ohio, where men posted a
140-6- 6 victory over Ohio North-e- m
while the women chalked up
119 points to Northern's 98.
The women's 800 free relay of
Brooke Henderson, Sarah Frost,
Amy Thayer, and Kathy Behringer
just missed qualifying for nation-
als as it went 8:12.47. The depth
of the women's team was key to
the victory as they only won
three individual events but took
second in all but two events.
Leading the charge was Kathy
Gray with a season best 26.9 in
the 50 free. Andrea Gomez put to-
gether her best 100 fly of the sea-
son as she cruised to a 1:04.5.
Lori Hayes handled the deep end
easily as she qulified again on 1-m- eter
when she scored 263.20.
The meet was clinched as the med-
ley relay of Behringer, Henderson,
Meyers and Weigel missed nation-
als by just .4 seconds as they
posted a 1:57.0.
The men had a little easier time
with the Polar Bears as they won
9 of the meet's 13 events. The
highlight of the meet came when
Todd Stansbery not only qualified
for Division III nationals but also
qualified for Division I nationals
by posting a score of 486.5.
This also erased Tim Bruno's 1-m- etef
record set two years ago.
Clutch performances were turned
in by Jeff Burt as he coasted to a
WAA Corner: Help for menstrual
by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
Dysmenorrhea literally, painful
menstruation afflicts almost 40
million women in the United States.
Multiply that by 400, the number of
times the average woman menstruates
in a lifetime, and you've got a lot of
pain. The cramping usually begins
within the first two years of men-strautio- n,
and continues through
menopause. It has been estimated
that about 3.5 million women experi-
ence such painful cramps that their
daily routines must be altered for a
full day, sometimes two.
For the past decade, exercise has
been claimed to be the best antidote
to cramps. This is largely due to the
observations by active women who
note that their cramps are less or non-
existent when they are working out
regularly. Such subjective evidence
has led to the notion that fit women
season best 100 back (57.9) and
Ted Au as he flew to a 55.2 in the
100 fly. Ben Spriggs was the
only double winner of the meet as
he won the 50 and 100 frees (23.3
and 51.5). Ted Friedman won the
200 free with 1:55.1.
The women made a pit stop in
Gambier to swim 4-ti- me national
champs Kenyon the next day.
Swimming with a "skeleton crew"
line-u- p, the Scots put up a fight
but the need to avenge last year's
defeat overcame their valiant at-
tempt as the Lady Scots were
handed only their second dual
meet loss in two years.
The teams concluded their sea-
son by competing at Hiram. After
overcoming great difficulties dur-
ing the trip the Scots shifted into
gear to come away with an 82-2- 8
win for the women as the men
squeaked out a 61-5- 0 victory.
In the women's meet Shellie
Green and Deb Howe teamed up for
a 1- -2 punch in both distance
events. Carolyn Strunk won the
100 meter breast in a time of
1:33.5 while she placed second in
the 100 fly. Rachel Haines added
to the total by winning the 100
meter fly (1:24.3) and placing
second in the 200 free. Kris Bee-min- k
boinged to her first colle-
giate victory on the 1 --meter board
with a score of 159.2.
The men's meet was a little
more of a barn-burn- er which went
down to the last relay, but the
team of Dan Vanderlende, Greg
Bailey, Eric Schoenke and Steve
Martin cruised to victory to assure
the Scots of a 10-- 1 dual meet
don't get cramps. In an effort to ex-
amine the validity of such a state-
ment and to determine the relation-
ship between exercise and cramping,
researchers at the Melpomene Insti-
tute for Women's Health Research
conducted a poll of women whose ex-
ercise habits ranged from once to five
times per week. They found no rela-
tionship between the amount of exer-
cise and reduction of cramps. In fact,
more women in the three-to-fiv- e
times per week category experienced
severe menstrual cramps.
The severity of menstrual cramps
has been linked to prostaglandin lev-
els (hormone-lik- e substances which
regulate the movement of smooth,
involuntary muscles) in the body. It
has been found that women who ex-
perience severe cramping have prosta-
glandin levels five to seven times
record. Jim Bonbright was the
distance Highlander of the day as
he won the 800 free and was sec-
ond in the 400 free. Eric
Schoenke held off a late charge by
Hiram to win the 400 IM. Greg
Bailey won the 100 back while fi-
nishing second in the 50 free.
Both teams will be traveling to
Oberlin this weekend for the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Swimming and Diving Champion-
ships, where they will be compet-
ing against the best in the nation.
Keller shines
(continued
"Katie is running at an extremely
high level for this time of the
season," says Rice, "especially
without any real speedwork."
Keller has been running on her
strength, according to Rice, and
he feels that if she continues to
train at this level, she'll definite-
ly be All-Americ- an in the spring
in at least one, if not both, of her
events.
Katie Keller is not the only
possibility of national status that
the Wooster Track Team has. The
distance runners are really coming
along, according to Rice, and
hopes are high for the future per-
formances of Steph Scierka, who
may be another Wooster national
hopeful, and for the debuts of Lin-
da Stevenson and Patty Smanik,
both top-notc- h competitors. For
the sprinters, it is too early to
higher than nonsufferers. Many doc-
tors prescribe prostaglandin inhibitors
(such as aspirin and ibuprofen) to
help alleviate the pain.
So where does exercise come in?
Some women find that exercise re-
duces pain perception because their
attention is focused elsewhere. Susan
Cushman, cofounder of the Melpo-
mene Institute, points out. "I can run
good races on the first day of my per-
iod. Maybe it's because my percep-
tion of the cramp is less when I exer-
cise or maybe I'm not paying atten-
tion to them." Exercise may. in fact,
provide some physiological relief.
Endorphins, morphine-lik- e com-
pounds that are often released during
exercise, have been proven to fight
pain. In addition, exercise may re-
duce bloating (water retention can
make cramps feel worse than they
Sports Shorts
The College of Wooster will
host the 1988 North Coast Athlet-
ic Conference men's and women's
basketball championships Feb.
27. The women's final will begin
at 6 p.m. followed by the men's
final at 8:15 p.m.
The first round of the tourna-
ment is set for Feb. 23 at the
home sights of teams finishing
second, third and fourth in the
Tegular season.
W.A.A. is Venting a van for February 27 for the NCAC Indoor Track
-- Championships. The van will depart : at 12:30 p.ra. from fee PEC
--parking lot,
r: WJA. is also renting van for the Women's and Men Conference
tSwim Meet at Oberlin. February 20. --There arelS evaHahle seats : inv;
'eluding the driver. ' Departure time is 4:30 psa. A sign-o- p sheet is at
Lowry Front Pesk.3y
? Sign-v- p sheets for both vans are
from page 11)
tell, as a better idea of their po-
tential will be available after the
southern competition over spring
break.
But, back to the meet. In addi-
tion to Keller, strong perfor-
mances were turned in by Stepha-
nie Scierka, Kristi Bender, Me-
ghan Cartwright, Univer Bukhala,
Rowena Tan, Jane Major, and
Stephanie Kazmierski. Coach
Penney was pleased overall with
the performances. Though the
team as a whole did not place
among the top teams that partici-
pated, it was certainly a learning
and humbling experience for all
who attended.
This Friday, Wooster travels to
Kenyon for their last dual meet
before Conference Championships
next weekend.
really are) by ridding your body of ex-
cess fluid.
The type of exercise makes a differ-
ence. The individual must determine
what works best for her, but many
women find non-jarrin- g exercise best
Sports such as swimming and bik-
ing may be of choice, but some find
low-impa- ct aerobics to work. Many
doctors recommend that women avoid
exercise that puts pressure on the ab-
domen or jolts the body such as run-
ning or weight training.
If you want to try to control your
cramps through diet, reduce your con-
sumption of sodium and caffeine,
which promote bloating. Vitamin
B6 has been claimed as a cramp re-
liever. You can take it in tablet form
(25 to 50 mg per day) or load up on
B6 rich foods like whole grains, pea-
nuts, fresh fish, green vegetables, ba
The College of Wooster base-
ball team, which won the 1987
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championship and advanced to
the NCAA Mideast Regional for
the third consecutive year, has
been ranked 23rd in Division III
by Collegiate Baseball. The
Scots finished with a record of 34-1- 2
overall and were ranked 14th
in the nation at the end of last
season.
at Lowry Front Desk.
pain
nanas, and eggs. You must be care-
ful, however, to not exceed 200mg
per day since Vitamin B6 is a diuretic
and has also been associated with
nuerological disorders.
These are just some of the recom-
mended defenses against painful
cramping. You may find, when all
else fails, that a good dose of Midol
and a heating pad may be just what
the doctor ordered.
Information for this article was ob-
tained from "That Time of the
Month," by Susan Festa, Women's
Sports &. Fitness, August 1987; and
from "Can Exercise Cure PMS?" by
Denise Fortino. Women's Srnr(r ft
Fitness. November 1987.
